Relaxation is becoming increasingly important in modern stressful times. Besides special psychological practices or consuming pharmaceuticals, one can achieve a more relaxed state also by applying an appropriate magnetic field stimulation of the head (low-intensity rTMS). Following the entrainment model, we did the research using carefully chosen frequencies of modest MF intensity that followed the principles of clinical trials. Besides the situations of blind verum stimulation and the sham one, we tested also the situation that included expectations of the applied stimulation. The testing was done by electrophysiological methods and VAS. The results demonstrated an objective relaxing effect of MF stimulation, where drowsiness was not stimulated. This outcome is much more evident from electrophysiological data than from the VAS ones. From the latter results, we noticed even a slightly negative reaction to expectations.
Introduction

State of the Art
There are many different non-invasive methods of how to achieve a relatively satisfying relaxed state that is increasingly needed in our stressful times. Some of How to cite this paper: Jerman, I., Dovč, P. and Ratajc, P. (2019) Influencing Relaxation by a Low Intensity Transcranial Pulsed Magnetic Stimulation Applying the Entrainment Model. Open Access Library Journal, 6: e5741. https://doi.org/10.4236/oalib.1105741 Open Access Library Journal them are based on psychological methods, like Shultz's autogenic training including progressive reduction of muscle tension; others on special practices, like meditation or (self) hypnosis. The state of relaxation is a state devoid of tension and anxiety; the deeper the relaxation the lesser tension and anxiety. Relaxation, therefore, brings calmness and diminishes the level of stress hormones like adrenaline and cortisol [1] . The benefits of relaxation are many. Among them, we may enumerate general well-being (higher quality of life), higher power to combat any mental illness issues, a positive influence on somatic health state, a good influence on daily performances including a possible improvement of one's sleep and perhaps overall, the decrease of anxiety [2] .
In modern times, however, one may need a deep relaxation, when he/she is not in a position to perform any relaxation practice, while, for instance, driving a car. In such a situation, it would be utterly inadvisable to take medication for deep relaxation in the form of an anxiolytic pill. The latter may have long and undesired negative side effects like drowsiness, as well as slower and less coordinated reactions. A completely different method should be used in such cases, the one that would enable one to simultaneously perform a task without drowsiness and with no mentioned negative side effects. One such possibility is to use pulsed magnetic stimulation (PEMF) in the region of the head.
Magnetic stimulation of the head region is known also under the name repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS). Usually, it uses relatively high intensities of magnetic fields of low frequencies. There are many positive reports concerning this treatment. A comprehensive study published as a review article concludes that although the interpretation of the results is difficult because of different treatment protocols and the lack of a placebo-controlled design in the majority of studies, there is evidence for anxiolytic action of rTMS [3] . It is assumed that the strong MF, capable of eliciting action potentials and applied on the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, works inhibitory on the centers that cause anxiety.
Besides reports concerning high-intensity rTMS that have clear physiological effects through magnetic induction of electric fields, some studies claim also biological influences of MF stimulation of low intensities. The latter cannot evoke action potentials; neither do they have thermal effects. Therefore, lacking a general theory of bioelectromagnetics, the mechanism of their bioeffects is still an object of scientific debate. Various models are proposed, some of them with empirical confirmations; nevertheless, no one has been universally recognized (see also [4] ). A most plausible assumption is that non-thermal bioeffects should work on the principle of resonance with some physiological and biochemical processes in the body. Most probably, they interfere with the endogenous electromagnetic and dipolar oscillations within cells (for a more comprehensive study see [5] ).
When we come to a possibility of influencing relaxation, we may assume the incidental magnetic stimulation will enhance the proportion of brainwaves that ture, see also [6] ) induces corresponding brainwaves by close frequency matching is known as entrainment. One of the first reports of the entrainment effect elicited by a sinusoidal MF was published by Bell et al. [7] . They found a non-linear enhancing relation between stimulation and the electroencephalogram (EEG) response. Another, more comprehensive study by Cvetković and Čosić [8] comprising four different stimulating frequencies showed that it is possible to influence the alpha and beta waves in stimulated volunteers; however, the effect was not direct under all stimulatory conditions and could be even reverse. The study concluded that an EEG synchronization of driving alpha and beta EEG by corresponding alpha and beta sinusoidal MF stimulation could be applied as treatment(s) of particular neurophysiological abnormalities such as sleep and psychiatric disorders. The stimulating intensities in these two studies span from some tens (the second study) to few hundreds of µT (the first study), while the field itself was produced in Helmholz coils that produce a homogenous MF throughout the head. There are other positive reports regarding the entrainment principle, like the profound study of Thut et al. [8] [9] , nevertheless there are also reports that contradict this effect [9] [10] [11] [12] . Cook et al. [13] published a study that tried to find some explanation for these controversies. They found that previous exposure to a pulsed MF sequence determined subjects' responses in the research (see also [14] ).
An interesting study was performed by Ghione and colleagues [15] regarding the effects of 90-min exposure of the head to a homogenous 50 Hz extremely low frequency (ELF) MF at a flux density of 40 or 80 µT applied to the head region.
They report that the alpha activity after 80 µT magnetic treatment almost doubled compared to the sham exposure indicating that, as already said, the entrainment does not necessarily the matching of identical frequencies, but may also be a consequence of subharmonics-higher harmonics matching since approximately two octaves and a half stand between lower-alpha waves and 50 Hz.
On the other hand, an influence that may be ascribed to higher harmonics entrainment is reported by Gao et al. [16] . Here, the influence of ELF PEMF with the frequency of 1 Hz (intensity: 10 mT, stimulation duration: 20 min) on human brain was conducted. In comparison with the sham exposure group, the EEG power of theta band (3.5 -7.5 Hz) and lower-alpha band (7.5 -10 Hz) from the stimulation group increased significantly after the stimulation. In a direct 
Background of Present Research, Intentions and Assumptions
Since there is a controversy concerning the EEG measurements and entrainment expectations, we intended to check what is the effect of a transcranial low-intensity MF stimulation following the entrainment model on various physiological parameters and self-perception of volunteers, in addition to examine only brainwaves. As evident from the previous subchapter for the targeted physiological state, we chose relaxation since it is relatively easy to identify it using electrophysiological and brainwave measurements. Having learned that even subharmonics may have an important influence on brainwaves, we chose two frequencies: a leading one from the alpha region that should be in direct resonance with the targeted brainwave enhancement and a supporting one of a lesser intensity representing a subharmonic from the high delta region (see also Table 1 ). Our choice for the leading frequency in the middle of the alpha region was based on harmonic, so-called GM-scale, found and published by Meijer and Geesink after a comprehensive review of bioelectromagnetic articles with either stimulatory or inhibitory effects [18] . During MF stimulation of volunteers, our expectation (research assumption) was as follows:
• Brainwaves: Enhancing the proportion of alpha and delta waves during stimulation, sleep should not be induced; • General electrophysiological parameters: Enhancing the parasympathetic activity, although Ghione et al. [15] found no effect on either blood pressure or heart rate, yet they applied a 50 Hz MF;
• Self-perception: Identification of a more relaxed state.
In the research we wanted to check also the influence of expectation in combination with MF stimulation on all three above listed groups of parameters, so in addition to the sham-exposed volunteers (control) and the stimulated ones (verum), we examined parameters of volunteers who 1) were stimulated, 2) knew that they were stimulated and 3) were told what should they expect from the stimulation-the informed situation. Our hypothesis here was that the intentionally provoked expectations in the anticipated direction (relaxation) would enhance the influence of MF stimulation.
Although the majority of research in bioelectromagnetics is performed by using a homogenous MF, such field is only very rarely applied in practical situations where an MF stimulation may have some practical or therapeutic use. Namely, on the market devices producing highly non-homogenous MFs are mostly offered, which shaped our decision to apply a highly inhomogeneous field to volunteers. The MF was produced by five different coils arranged around the head (see Figure 1 ). The measures of a coil were as follows 26.5 mm (length) × 20 mm (width) × 5.1 mm (thickness). 
Material and Methods
General Data
Experimental Situations
The In the first two situations, the volunteers were treated in conformity with the clinical trials conditions:
• Prospectiveness (general criteria for the effectiveness of the device's activity were determined in advance); • Placebo effect ruled out (volunteers did not know whether they were stimulated or not); The volunteers in the Informed situation were intentionally informed about the stimulation; the situation was always applied after the Control and the Verum situations since the volunteers were the same in all three situations.
The volunteers signed an informed consent in which they agreed to cooperate as subjects in this non-invasive scientific research in bioelectromagnetics.
Stimulating Magnetic Field Characteristics and Positions
We applied MF stimulation in the region of the head as can be seen in Figure 1 and described in Table 1 . The device generating the MF was manufactured by MDCN Technologies Inc. New York, USA (Omnipemf device) and will be named the device.
During the research, we constantly measured the environmental EM fields and found no significant variation in the frequency range from 5 Hz to 2 GHz between different days. The geomagnetic field varied from 47,946 to 48,003 nT (data from the nearest INTERMAGNET [19] observatory located in Lonjsko polje, Croatia).
Physiological Testing and Exposure Procedure
Each volunteer attended the measurements thrice at the same hour of the day.
At the arrival, he/she filled out the questionnaire and completed the visual analog scale (VAS) test (see chapter 2.2 for more detail). After that research assistant placed the device on his/her head in an appropriate position ( Figure 1 ) and attached the electrodes needed for the measurements of physiological parameters. All the preparations before the measurements took about 10 minutes and during this time the device was already stimulating volunteers. This 10 minutes pre-treatment intended was intended to extend the stimulation period to about 40 minutes in total. During the measurements, which lasted for 30 minutes, volunteers sat in a comfortable wooden chair and were instructed to calmly sit until the assistant comes back. The following parameters were measured: brain- 
The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)
The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) has been in use for the measurement of subjective parameters that are impossible to measure by any physical method, like pain, anxiety, quality of sleep, etc. since the 1920s [22] . Today it can be used independently or as a supplement to other measurements and may be used even in pharmacology [23] . The scale consists of a line that is usually 100 mm in length.
On each side, there is an anchor descriptor such as very unrelaxed-very re- Besides VAS testing, a question as to when a volunteer expected to be under the true stimulation as well as when they felt better was asked after the second testing ( Table 2 ).
Results
Physiological Testing
Results concerning electrophysiological measurements demonstrate statistically A post-hoc test (see Table 4 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test) reveals that the vast majority of the statistically significant differences came from comparisons between either Verum or Informed situations on one side and the Control on the other. This implies that the Verum and the Informed situations were much more similar to each other than to the Control. This meets our expectations since MF stimulation was applied in both situations. Table 3 . p-values of the Friedman test based on 30-second medians for each parameter during the three parts of measurements. Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons is applied to the p-values in the table. Bold values denote statistically significant differences between at least two of the three different experimental situations (p < 0.05), values with regular black font represent statistically marginally significant differences between at least two of the three different experimental situations (p < 0.1). Marks: SC-skin conductance, RR-respiration rate, HR-heart rate, TMP-finger temperature, beta, alpha, theta, and delta-the proportion of beta, alpha, theta and delta spectrum of brain activity, HRV-heart rate variability, TED-thorax expansion depth. Table 4 . p-values of the post-hoc test (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) based on 30-second medians for each parameter during the three parts of measurements. Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons is applied. Values with bold black font represent statistically significant differences between two of the selected situations (p < 0.05), values with regular black font represent statistically marginally significant differences between two of the selected situations (p < 0.1). Marks: SC-skin conductance, RR-respiration rate, HR-heart rate, TMP-finger temperature, beta, alpha, theta, and delta-the proportion of beta, alpha, theta, and delta spectrum of brain activity, HRV-heart rate variability, TED-thorax expansion depth. Skin conductance was lower for the Verum situation than for the Control one during the entire measurements while it was lower only during the first 15 minutes for the Informed situation ( Figure 2 ). Lower skin conductance indicates greater relaxation of volunteers [25] . However, skin conductance indicates that expectation reduced influence of MF stimulation for the Informed situation (a slight negative effect). There were also substantial differences in initial values for this parameter. They were just below 8 µS for the Verum and the Informed situations while they were around 9.5 µS for the Control situation. We assume that the reason for this initial difference is the 10 minutes pre-treatment.
Relative thorax expansion difference was in many ways similar to skin conductance. Again, values for the Verum situation were lower when compared to the Control for most of the measurements (Figure 3 ). In addition, the expectation for the Informed situation reduced the impact of the device so that values for this situation were much closer to the Control than to the Informed (a negative psychological influence again). Lower thorax expansion difference is correlated with a lower concentration of adrenaline (within physiological concentrations; see [26] ), which is one of the stress hormones and stimulator of the sympathetic nervous system. This result is therefore in harmony with skin conductance.
Heart rate was lower for both the Verum and the Informed situations than for the Control during most of the measurements (Figure 4 ). The biggest difference Open Access Library Journal between the Control and both the Verum and the Informed situations was at the beginning of the measurements and it gradually dwindled towards the end of measurements. It seems that heart rate, similarly to skin conductance, responded to the applied stimulation during pre-treatment in less than 10 minutes. Lower heart rate indicates a greater calmness and relaxation, which is again in harmony with both previously discussed parameters: skin conductance and the thorax expansion difference.
The proportion of alpha waves demonstrated statistically significant differences from the Control situation for both the Verum and the Informed situations only in the second part of the measurements (Figure 5 ) but shows the same basic trend in all three parts. This is different from skin conductance, thorax expansion difference and heart rate mentioned above, where differences were Opposite to the proportion of beta waves, the theta ones demonstrated significant differences between the Verum and the Control situation only in the first part of measurements (Figure 7) . Once again, the expectation of relaxation reduced the effect of MF stimulation (slight negative effect). Except for the Verum situation in the first part of measurements, the proportion of delta waves demonstrated significant differences from the Control situation with both the Verum and the Informed situations during the whole measurement (Figure 8 ). Once again, both situations with real stimulation were very close together. The proportion of delta waves and partially the theta ones were lower for both the Verum and the Informed situations indicating that the stimulation reduces sleepiness ( Table 5 ).
The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) Results
After surveying all VAS measurements, we estimated that only the scores from 20 volunteers were suitable for analysis. Results from five volunteers were excluded due to high initial VAS scores, which did not allow a reliable evaluation of changes during the treatments. Compared to their initial state, volunteers felt more relaxed, energized and focused, and less fatigued and tense after the measurements within any test situations (Figure 9 and Figure 10) . A lower increase of energy feeling after the Verum situation was the only statistically significant change of measured parameters compared to the Control situation (paired t-test, see Table 6 ). However, after the Holm-Bonferroni correction, the p-value of the energy parameter increases to 0.09. Table 5 . Overview of the mean values for all measured parameters with ±standard error (N = 20) for all three test situations. Marks: SC-skin conductance, RR-respiration rate, HR-heart rate, TMP-finger temperature, beta, alpha, theta, and delta-the proportion of beta, alpha, theta and delta spectrum of brain activity, HRV-heart rate variability, TED-thorax expansion depth. After completed Control and Verum situations, volunteers were asked to evaluate which measurements made them feel more relaxed. As the research was double-blind and randomized, the possible answers were (A) today's measurement made me feel more relaxed, (B) the previous measurement made me feel more relaxed, (C) both were equally relaxing, (D) I haven't noticed any differences. Results showed that 56% of volunteers felt more relaxed after the Verum, and 28% after the Control situation ( Figure 11 ).
Discussion and Conclusion
Interpretation of Results
If we take the results of physiological measurements first, we may observe some discrepancies between the parameters concerning the working of the autonomic nervous system and brainwaves. Namely, while the parameters SC, HR, and TED for Verum and Informed situations demonstrate that the physiological balance inclines towards parasympathetic stimulation, which conforms to relaxation, the beta waves demonstrate a rise of the median amplitude, which indicates a more attentive state. A significant rise of beta waves during stimulation together with enhancing the alpha waves (at least in the middle period) is a surprise that demands further consideration and research. Enhancing the attentive state is corroborated also by a diminution of theta and delta waves, significantly with the Verum situation. And as already addressed, it is interesting that at least in the middle period (10 -20 min) the median power of alpha waves also increased.
These apparently contradictory results may be interpreted in the sense that the deep effect on the vegetative nervous system of the MF stimulation exhibits the expected calming or anti-stress effect in conformity with the entrainment model expectation. However, it did not convey more sleepiness, but even more vigilance and diminished tendency to fall into sleep. Thinking in terms of usability of such stimulation, it seems it could be very applicable to situations that demand vigilance (like driving a car) and may at the same time tend to provoke stress. Figure 11 . Volunteers' judgment of the more relaxing situation (N = 25 volunteers) after concluding both double-blind tests. Open Access Library Journal From the results we may also see that all statistically significant results of Verum and Informed situations are of the same sign and very similar; the differences (vs. Control) with the Verum situation tend to be a little more pronounced than with the Informed one. This indicates that acquainting volunteers with the expected influence did not enhance the physiological response, but worked even slightly inhibitory, like a nocebo, which may be seen especially in the results of skin conductance. This difference, small as it is, again corroborates the objective influence of the stimulation regime.
Regarding the VAS testing results, they are not prominent, though there was a tendency to feel a lesser energy level after the Verum stimulation vs. Control.
We interpret this in the sense that the volunteers associated a more relaxed and less tense state as the one of a lower energy level, in conformity with the perception of a higher energy level when the concentration of adrenaline in the blood increases. Also worthy of consideration is the direct response of volunteers that in the majority correctly distinguished the difference between Verum and Control and the fact that a significant proportion of volunteers recognized the Verum stimulation as more pleasant.
The discrepancy between the results of electrophysiological and VAS measurement may reflect two circumstances. The first concerns our long experience that there is a huge hiatus between registrations of deep subconscious levels (autonomous nervous system) and consciousness. Accordingly, subtle influences that are registered by the autonomic nervous system remain largely unregistered on the level of normal waking consciousness; and VAS concerns the latter. The second tackles VAS itself. Namely, it is normally used in situations, where it is very clear, what the measured parameter means, like for instance pain. It has a special meaning for volunteers since it tackles one of their most prominent problems. In our testing, the volunteers did not have a general issue to be cured or ameliorated. On average, they did not have a clear relation towards any of the five parameters and therefore they might have not succeeded to connect subtle differences that may have appeared in their minds to VAS questions. In the future, researches concerning MF stimulation, one should try to find parameters that may have a clearer meaning for an average volunteer.
A slight negative (nocebo) effect observed with some physiological and VAS parameters may be interpreted as a psychological reaction of volunteers to expectations. According to our assumption it tackles the psychological level of volunteers and tells that expectancy of relaxation can hinder objective stimulatory effects of the pulsed MF.
Conclusions
• A much higher number of statistical differences (after Holm-Bonferroni corrections) between either Verum and Control or Informed and Control in comparison to Verum vs. Informed strongly confirm the objective effect of the stimulating field of the device. Open Access Library Journal • The expectation that the autonomous nervous system will be stimulated in the parasympathetic direction was also confirmed (especially SC and HR parameters).
• The expected entrainment in alpha waves was only partially confirmed since it showed itself only in the middle period of both situations involving MF stimulation.
• The hypothesis that the passage to sleep will not be stimulated was also confirmed.
• Relatively small differences between Verum and Informed situations speak that  they felt better after it,  the stimulating magnetic field effect on human physiology is much stronger than psychological influences based on expectancies.
• It seems that in this research situation expecting relaxation brings a measure of stress, which was reflected in a frequent lowering of Informed values in comparison to the Verum ones.
• From VAS and queries after testing, we may conclude that  the volunteers predominantly recognized the true stimulation and  they felt better after it.
• Much stronger results (statistically regarded and in the magnitude of differences) in the physiological part of the research than VAS and queries confirm our already known experiences that physiology is a much better detector of various fields' influences than psychology (awareness).
Guidelines for Future Research
The future research on this line should include • duration of the physiological changes after the end of stimulation,
• some other combinations of frequencies regarding optimization of entrainment, • inclusion of a positive control into research,
• research of pure placebo (no stimulation, but informed as if stimulated) influence, • optimization of VAS testing,
• researching the best intensity windows for stimulating relaxation in the direction of lower intensities.
